Interactive Lesson Plan
Season:

Spring 2015

Age Group:

U10

Week:

9

Topic: Striking the ball at goal II
Objective: To improve your team's ability to score goals
Stage

Stage 1
Technical
Warm-up

Organization
Numbered shooting: (10 minutes)
4 goals in a 30x30 grid.
Players are assigned a number. They dribble around the area and upon
hearing the coach call out their number, they score at the closest goal.
Variation: score at the farthest goal
Variation: Score with their weak foot
Variation: Multiple shooters
Variation: multiple shooters but only one shooter per goal

Diagram

Click to insert session diagram

U10: Coach Interventions
Coach (C) - What part of the foot do you use to
strike a powerful shot on goal?
Player (P) - The laces.
C - Where should your plant foot be placed/
pointed?
P - Placed by the ball and pointed at the goal or
target.
C - Where should your shoulders be positioned
right as you shoot?
P - In front of or in line with my hips.

Click to insert session diagram

C - When should you shoot with your
inside of the foot?
P - When I am closer to the goal and am
trying to place the ball with accuracy.
C - What should you do immediately after
taking a shot?
P - Follow the ball to the goal for any
rebounds.

Play 4 rounds of 2 minutes each with a 30 second break in between rounds

3v3 shooting with 3 zones: (20 minutes)
In a 30Wx40L grid.
Scoring:
Goal from nearest zone 1 point
Stage 2
Goal from middle zone 5 points
Small Sided Goal from farthest zone 10 points
Activity
Variation: Make one zone more points to work on that distance
Play 5 rounds of 3 minutes each with 1 minute break in between
rounds

4v4 shooting: (20 minutes)
In a 30Wx 40L grid.
Live game.
Stage 3
Any goal scored from 1 touch is 10 points
Expanded Any goal scored from a volley/half volley is 50 points

Small Sided
Activity

Click to insert session diagram

Play 2 rounds of 9 minutes each with a 1 minute break in
between rounds
6v6: (25 Minutes)

Positively reinforce shooting techniques: plant
foot next to the ball, shoulders in line with hips,
toe down and ankle locked for laces shots,
follow through to the target

Stage 4
On a 40Wx60L field the Red team will play a 1-2-3, and the White team will play 1-1-3-1
Conditioned
Coach the team to create shooting chances from all over the field
Game

Play 2 rounds of 11 minutes with a 3 minute break in between rounds
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C - Why should we use a larger touch just
before shooting?
P - To get enough space to prepare the ball
before I shoot.
C - Why would you use your toe when you
shoot?
P - I didn't have time to prep the ball out
from my feet or to surprise the Gk with a
shot.
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